In The News
Monday, Oct. 28, 2013

» Moher joins Sinfonia as chief medical officer (Dr. Christian J. Moher, assistant professor at the UA College of Medicine) 10/28/2013 Arizona Daily Star View Clip

» Fatal pedestrian crashes reach record level (Maia Ingram, deputy director of the Prevention Research Center at the University of Arizona College of Public Health) 10/27/2013 Arizona Daily Star View Clip

» Instead of waiting for donor organs, patients could have new ones grown in the lab (Dr. Zain Khalpey, University of Arizona Health Network) 10/27/2013 Arizona Daily Star Donate Life View Clip

» No-Calorie Sweeteners and Type 2 Diabetes, Good Idea or Bad? (Dr. Andrew Weil, founder and director of the Arizona Center for Integrative Medicine) 10/27/2013 EMax Health View Clip

» UA researchers receive grant for a Hispanic women’s health study (Dr. Allision Hopkins, UA College of Public Health) 10/27/2013 Tucson News Now View Clip

» Smithsonian’s bionic man’s heart from Tucson 10/26/2013 Inside Tucson Business View Clip

» Alkaline diet claims get sour response from doctors (Ian Robey, research assistant professor at the University of Arizona Cancer Center) 10/26/2013 Los Angeles Times Sun Sentinel View Clip

» UA College of Public Health Awarded CEPH Reaccreditation 10/25/2013 Arizona Business Magazine Tucson News Now View Clip